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THE BOARD CHAIRMAN
I enjoy receiving mail, especially when it has a postmark from Raleigh. As Chairman
of the Board of Directors for Community Action Opportunities, I often receive letters
from state and federal grantors congratulating our staff on the work they are doing.
These communications are more than the standard “pat on the back.” They are true
letters of commendation about the results our Head Start, Life Works and
Weatherization programs produce—results that rank among the finest in the nation.
In some of these letters, I read that leaders from other Community Action Agencies
want to learn how we help our families to succeed. Other letters indicate that a
funder awarded us a grant or asked us to take the lead in a state-wide training event.
These letters affirm my belief that to be recognized as a model of excellence by
our colleagues and grantors, is the highest of compliments, one that this agency and
staff regularly earn.

In this annual report you will find statistics and charts that highlight our customers’ achievements. You will
read about families who think of our intervention as monumental in their lives, and you will see pictures of smiling
children who, as a result of their time in Head Start, have many reasons to be happy. All of these images and words
are examples of this organization’s commitment to excellence.

These images and words would be impossible without the people we employ; professionals who are committed
to our mission and organizational principles: Teamwork, Quality, Communication and Respect. These employees
draw upon our agency’s values, support systems, and their own skills to help our customers reach the highest levels
of success possible.

Quality and Teamwork
We would be unable to sustain this high performance without our
many talented volunteers who donate their valuable time and
Produce Excellent Results
resources to serve on the Board of Directors, the Head Start Policy
Council, the Life Works and Black Mountain Family Center Advisory Committees, and in many other capacities.
I am honored to be associated with Community Action Opportunities—the quality work we do, the lives we help
to change, and the economic vitality we bring to our community. Thanks to all of you, staff and volunteers, who
together, make Community Action Opportunities a high-performance organization that produces excellent results.
Sincerely,
Edward R. Schell, Chairman of the Board

THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Sometimes, progress trickles like a stream, slowed by summer drought. Other times,
progress surges like a stream, swelled by spring floods. At times during our forty year
history, our progress was like that stream - so slow that it was hard to detect, or so
rapid that it was hard to manage.
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Through the years, we learned that the key to success was not the pace of progress, but our ability to remain focused on
our mission, use our values to guide decisions and adapt our plan to unforeseen circumstances.

Communication
Our most notable progress came when we changed our thinking about
our resources, systems and outcomes. When we learned to develop
consensus and overcome “objections,” focus more on results and less
on tasks, and increase flexibility and limit restrictions we managed
progress and produced excellent results.

As I reflect on our history, I realize that our progress is best measured
by our ability to maximize our human and financial resources and use
those assets to promote the success of those we serve. While our past
successes are too numerous to list here, I can describe some significant
achievements of the last year.

Through the years, we
learned that the key to
success was not the pace
of progress, but our ability
to remain focused on our
mission, use our values to
guide decisions and adapt
our plan to unforeseen
circumstances.

Our Life Works customers made amazing progress last year. A single
mother frees herself from the daily crisis of homelessness and builds a
stable, self-supporting lifestyle in less time than most of us need to achieve modest life changes. A single father with
an eight grade education and new as the primary parent, quickly learns how to shop for and prepare nutritious and
timely meals for his two young children. These customers know, first-hand, about the rigor and sheer determination
that progress requires.

Head Start remains the most comprehensive, developmental program for preschool children and their families, and we
continue to exceed its high quality standards. Parents love us because they see major growth in their children. Teachers
want to work for us because our four-year olds enter kindergarten ready for the early challenges of school and life.

Weatherization Program staff enhanced their ability to bring state-of-the-art energy improvements to customers. Our
“SWAT-type” Weatherization team members deliver services using technically advanced tools and materials. They will
also soon be certified in “Whole House Assessment” practices,
I believe an organization is
training that will teach them how to offer an even broader array of
to families who live in houses with multiple problems.
measures
only as good as its people.

During the past year, we also focused on our internal structure as
we completed our Strategic Plan and improved the Agency’s systems. Some of these system improvements enhanced our
efficiency such as the upgrade of our central server hardware and software. Other tools improved our ability to quantify
the effects of our service. We have always known that we help people make positive changes their lives, but measuring
that improvement was not easy. Now, we have Results Oriented Management and Accountability, (ROMA) which offers a
structure we can use to reliably set and measure the changes our families make and support funding requests.
The organizations that are the most likely to survive in today’s competitive environment are those that can measure
and report outcomes. Our work with ROMA positions us to be one of a few agencies able to produce this data. We
enhanced our Life Works and Weatherization database programs when we tied them more closely to ROMA. Doing so
created a more sophisticated web-based tracking and management systems that the Office of Economic Opportunity,
plans to offer to other North Carolina CAA’s in 2006.

I believe an organization is only as good as its people. When you read this Annual Report, remember that behind the
statistics and stories are people who are loyal to our mission. These employees bring expertise, skill and motivation to
their work. Without this essential “people” element, our systems and tools would be useless – and our progress would
cease, like a stream run dry.
Sincerely,
Vicki Heidinger, Executive Director
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Our Values

TEAMWORK is a dynamic process that includes the
responsible participation of all members, who focus on
task and solve problems to produce outcomes that the
team accepts and supports.

QUALITY requires that we are professional and
accountable, exceed standards, provide excellent service
and strive to satisfy customers.

COMMUNICATION is a dynamic process that requires
us to demonstrate a spirit of openness as we listen
responsibly and share relevant information, in a timely and
accurate manner, in order to plan, solve problems and
meet the organization’s needs.
RESPECT of self and others means that we understand
boundaries, value diversity, communicate in direct and
non-judgmental fashion, are honest, thoughtful and
empathetic and show support and appreciation.

Our Mission
We help people who live on limited
incomes transform their lives. Our

dedicated, diverse staff and exceptional
leadership: deliver comprehensive, high

quality services, build and support strong
partnerships and mobilize community
action to create positive change.

Our Vision
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We are a customer-focused, resultsoriented organization, recognized as
a catalyst of positive individual, family
and community change.

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
2004 - 2005

Edward R. Schell, Chair
Willie Mae Brown, Vice-Chair
Clara Jeter, Secretary
Bill Clark, Treasurer
Linda Brown
Edgar Bryant
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Ron King
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Willie McDaniel
Michelle Mease
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Oralene Simmons

HEAD START
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

Teamwork

ADMINISTRATION

1) Vicki Heidinger, Executive Director
2) Ethrage Warters, Finance Director
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3) Linda Gamble, Human Resources Manager

4) Bob Gregory, Information Technology Manager

5) Linda Biggers, Program Resources Coordinator

6) Joyce Smith, Executive Assistant

CHILDREN, FAMILY & COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS DEPARTMENT

7) Jerrie Honeycutt, Director

8) Peggy McLeod, Early Childhood Program Manager

9) Leslie Hennessee, Family & Community
Partnerships Program Manager

10) Kim Hayes, Health Services Program Manager
11) Brian Repass, Program Operations Manager

12) Terry Bowers, Early Childhood Education Supervisor

13) Lorraine Metcalf, Early Childhood
Education Supervisor

14) Monica McLeod, Early Childhood

Education Supervisor

15) Jane Metcalf, Early Childhood
Education Supervisor

16) Terry Vess, Early Childhood
Education Supervisor

17) Marcia Bacoate, Lead Family Service Worker

18) Lori Webster, Lead Family Service Worker

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
19) Ben Watts, Director

20) Paloma Cor, Lead Life Coach
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FINANCIAL REPORT: July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005
REVENUE:

Federal
Federal passed through the State
State
Local
In-Kind

4,304,713
1,105,663
226,947
49,323
958,640

TOTAL REVENUE

$ 6,645,286

EXPENSES:

CHILDREN, FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS DEPARTMENT
Head Start
Child Care Services
More-at-Four in Madison County
More-at-Four in Buncombe County
Child Care Food Program
DEPARTMENT TOTAL

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Life Works Program (CSBG)
Weatherization Assistance Program
Heating/Air Appliance Repair & Replacement Program
Black Mountain Family Center
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT
* Information Technology Services
* Indirect Cost/Management & General
* DEPARTMENT TOTAL
OTHER ACTIVITIES

5,178,842
87,850
75,528
107,899
376,227

$ 5,826,346

279,901
431,201
72,489
5,902

$ 789,493

94,942
618,215
< $ 713,157 >

Quality

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ 29,447

$ 6,645,286

*We allocate administrative expenses…For presentation purposes, we excluded the Administration
Department’s expenses from the Total Expense line to avoid a double count of these costs.
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PROGRAM AND OVERVIEW

Life Works

Life Works is for adults who live on limited income and are ready to make the hard changes necessary to improve their lives.
Participants work with our Life Coaches to set and achieve specific goals within one to three years. We offer customers the support
and resources they need to find and keep better jobs, enroll in and graduate from school or vocational training, obtain safe and
affordable housing and build the personal and economic strength they need to keep their families stable.

Life Works for Fathers

We understand that, as a parent, a father must function in many different ways to help his children succeed in life. He must be a
role model, nurturer and authority figure, to name a few. We also realize that some men need support as they become more

involved in their children’s lives. “Life Works for Fathers” is for the growing number of men who live on limited income who also
want guidance as they learn how to meet their family obligations and address the complex problems that their children face.

Black Mountain Family Center (a new service in 2005)

Black Mountain Family Center (BMFC), located at Black Mountain Primary School, has been an in-school resource center for
families and children for ten years. In December 2004, when it looked as if they would have to close their doors, Community
Action Opportunities (CAO) brought the operations and the Center Director, Tanya Banks, under its umbrella.
Increased operating costs and limited volunteers had taken its toll on BMFC. Agency leadership knew that the Center was a key
resource for many families in eastern Buncombe County, and began to negotiate a restructuring agreement with the BMFC’s

enthusiastic volunteers. As a result of this new agreement, the BMFC offers families in Black Mountain an expanded variety of
resources and support, including preschool play groups, Life Works and training for child sitting

Weatherization Assistance

We use the Weatherization Assistance Program to improve our customers’ homes by making them safe, healthy and more
energy-efficient. We collect and track each family’s energy usage and costs for 12 months after we complete the work, to ensure
that we achieve optimum results. Standard measures we use to weatherize and improve the safety of our customers’ houses include:
installing insulation under floors and in attics; sealing air leaks; repairing minor holes in walls, floors and ceilings; testing and
installing smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors; replacing incandescent bulbs with energy-efficient compact fluorescents;
repairing faulty heating & cooling systems; and sharing ideas with customers about how they can keep their homes healthy,
safe and energy-efficient.

HAARRP

Through the Heating/Air Appliance Repair/Replacement Program (HAARRP) we are able to fix or replace faulty or unsafe home
heating units. We may also be able to repair or replace cooling units for individuals who live with qualifying medical conditions.

Head Start

Head Start is a comprehensive child and family development program for families who live on limited incomes and have children
ages three to five years old. We focus on children's physical, educational, social, and emotional growth, and help parents to assess
and meet their family’s short and long-term needs. Children attend a Head Start classroom where our experienced teachers plan,
assess, and record the progress children make and share that information with parents. Children leave Head Start prepared for
school and life. We welcome people from all racial, religious, and cultural groups, including those who speak little or no English,
or have children with disabilities.
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CHILDREN, FAMILY & COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS DEPARTMENT

HEAD START
OUTCOMES

Three times a year we assess and report on the progress each Head Start child makes, with an internet-based measurement tool
called the “Creative Curriculum Developmental Continuum.” This Continuum measures four levels of progressive development:
• Forerunner • Step I • Step II • Step III. Step III is the highest level on the scale for children between three and five years old.
The chart below shows the progress four year old children made towards Step III in the eight Head Start domains that are critical to early
childhood development.This graph reflects the progress of the 295 children who remained in our program for the entire school year.

Fall
Winter
Spring

Step III
80%

61%

58%

Progress

60%

60%

59%

56%
49%

50%
40%

37%

29%

30%

26%
24%

22%

22%

20%

20%
11%

0%

20%

16%

10%
Language
Development

9%

Literacy

Customer Demographics
Enrollment:
638 children, exceeded
Gender: Female
Race: African American
Caucasian
* Unspecified

9%

7%

Mathematics

9%

Science

Number of classrooms: 32
Special needs: diagnosed 19%

Creative
Arts

Head Start Domains

funded enrollment of 552 by 16%
49%
Male
26%
Multi-Racial
Unspecified
50%

Enrollment by primary language at home:
Other: 1%
English: 79%
Spanish: 20%
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71%

69%

70%

81%

7%

Social &
Emotional
Development

50%
3%
21%

Approaches
to Learning

Physical
Health &
Development

Head Start Teacher, Tracey Stage, is training future scientists
environmental engineers and responsible citizens. She does this every day
while her Head Start preschool children breathe on windows to imitate
fog, lie in the grass to study clouds, or watch a rain storm.

Stages’ Head Start classroom at Charles C. Bell Elementary School is one
of three in the country the U.S. Forest Service and the Head Start Bureau
in Washington D.C., selected to participate in a pilot project that would
educate preschool children about the environment. To start the project,
the Forest Service “morphed” their 1960’s “Hoot the Owl” into
a new mascot children would love, and named him “Woodsy Owl.” The
old mascot, associated with the campaign against litter, used the slogan:
“Give a Hoot. Don’t Pollute.” “Today’s Woodsy is a spokesman for the
whole environment”, said Stage. He teaches children about weather cycles, animal habitats, recycling,
and preservation. Woodsy’s motto is: “Lend a hand. Care for the Land.”

Next the Forest Service needed a motivated and creative preschool teacher to develop age
appropriate training materials.When representatives from the Forest Service asked Stage to help,
she jumped at the chance to be a part of this project.The big challenge was that the Forest Service
had little to work with, so Stage had to design everything from scratch – by herself!
Stage used the Forest Service’s illustrated book, Woodsy’s ABC’s, as a spring-board to create
prototype teaching aids. She made games and created experiments to tell stories, provide hands-on
experiences and stimulate reasoning abilities in her young students. She also incorporated Woodsy’s
philosophy into her lesson plans through the school year.

“The children used their breath to blow bubbles and fog windows to help them understand
the concept of air,” Stage said. “We took field trips to the recycling center so they could see what
happened to the newspaper, glass, plastic and aluminum they collected in their
recycling bins at school.”
Stage also made key-word translations of Woodsy’s ABCs for her hearing impaired
and Spanish-speaking students. She printed translated words on overlays and
attached the new pages to the children’s books. “Teaching young children
about the natural world is so important,” she said. “They are the
next generation of environmental care-takers, and it may be
years before some of these children hear
more about the environment. We only
have one, maybe two years to work
with these children. So we have to
be creative and find different ways
to expose them to these ideas.”
Stage’ eyes shined as she spoke
about other possible outcomes this
effort could produce. “If the
children learn to be kind to animals and
their environment, maybe they will be kinder
to each other.”
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

LIFE WORKS

Outcomes

The goal of the Life Works Program is to help customers improve the
quality of life for themselves and their children. Life Coaches help

Progress

Thriving

participants set specific life goals and find the resources and support
necessary to reach their outcomes within three years.

We measure the progress customers make in specific areas or,

life dimensions—on a five-point scale. The scale measures the degree
of change from “in crisis” to “thriving.” When customers enter the
program, we assess their situation and establish a baseline in each

dimension. Then, we periodically assess their progress while they are

Safe
Stable

Vulnerable
In Crisis

Progress of 31graduated
Life Works Customers 2005

5
4
3
2
1
0

Entry Thresholds Current Thresholds
Dimensions

Housing
Employment
Education

Life Skills
Nutrition/Health
Income Management

in, and when they leave Life Works, and use this scale to show the degree

of change they achieve. The graph reports the positive changes for 31 customers who “graduated” Life Works in 2004/2005.

CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS:
Customers enrolled
Customers who graduated
Average change in annual income
Average wage rate/participant

FY 2005
*111
31
$8,947
$8.47

FY 2004
*115
21
$10,682
$10.35

FY 2003
*122
19
$8,952
$9.48

FY 2002
*122
26
$4,571
$6.56

*Although the number of customers enrolled in LifeWorks in 2005 exceeded our goals, the total is below
enrollment for the past 3 years. This drop is due to cuts in federal funding.

FY 2001
107
28
$3,921
$6.74

FY 2000
86
18
$2,717
$6.38

Life Works Customer – Zia Rifkin
Her smile is captivating, her voice—soothing, and her openness—disarming. At age 43,
Zia Rifkin is a woman in control of her life. She has a good job, an apartment, the ability to
meet her financial obligations and a healthy son.This life is in stark contrast to where Rifkin
was just three years ago: a homeless, full-blown alcoholic involved in domestic violence.

For Rifkin, trying to recall life at age 40 is difficult.“It’s hard to remember,” she said.“My life
had become just intolerable.” The final straw was when Child Protective Services stepped in
and removed her, then, five-year-old son from her custody. “They told me I had to get a home,
get a job, get some help for the substance abuse to get my son back,” Rifkin admitted.“I remember thinking through the
haze,‘How am I going to do any of those things?’”

Help came in many forms. However, her biggest boost came when she met her Life Coach, Deb Scott, through
Community Action Opportunities’ “Life Works.” “I remember Deb telling me early on that if she proposed something
that I was not comfortable with, it was all right for me to say ‘No, I’m not going to do that,’” said Rifkin.“I was amazed.
Something let go inside when I realized I didn’t have to please everyone.”

With Scott’s support, Rifkin began to set basic goals for herself and make choices about her future.Within a year, she had
a job and an apartment for herself and her youngest son. Around this time, her case with Child Protective Services and
her oldest son, now 6 years old, was resolved. “After much soul-searching, I relinquished my parental rights to my
oldest son and allowed his foster family to adopt him,” said Rifkin.“I made the decision with God’s help and with my
support network: It turned out to be a spiritually uplifting time in my life.”
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Rifkin has now “graduated” from the dozen or so programs she received help from and is building this new, healthy life for
herself and her second son.“We are on our own,” she said.“It’s hard.” Even so, Rifkin believes that she is on the path to a
better life.“I can pay my bills and give my child a safe and secure home.We have what we need.”

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

WEATHERIZATION AND HAARRP
Ms. Dessie Howard

For Ms. Howard’s
home, the
weatherization
team members
focused their
efforts on the
floors, ceiling and
air leaks (see
sidebar). With a
healthy dose of “cellulose”
insulation, new windows, a door
and other low-cost standard
weatherizing measures, Howard’s
home was soon draft-free and
ready for a long mountain winter.
These improvements will make
her home more comfortable,
even during the hottest of summer days. Best of all, Howard will
be able to use the money she
saves on utilities to buy medicine
and food - - every month, from
now on. Yet, another blessing.

At 87 years old, living on a low,
fixed income, Ms. Dessie Howard
counts her blessings every
day, and a warm house in the
mountains of Western North
Carolina ranks among her top,
most recent gifts.

“They made the house beautiful
and warmer, too,” said Ms. Howard
about the weatherization
improvements Community Action
Opportunities made to the
Asheville house she has lived in
for 12 years. “I am so pleased.”
Elderly clients who are disabled or
live on low incomes, like Howard,
have the highest priority in the
Weatherization program. Funds
are limited for each project so the
crew has to assess the house and
determine which measures will
make the biggest impact.

2005 Outcomes: Weatherization

HAARRP
51 furnaces repaired/replaced

Weatherization Measures for 2005
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Square footage: 1820
House built: 1955

Weatherization Completed
• Insulated floor with R-38
• Reinforced attic with R-38
• Insulated water heater,
water pipes, and heater ducts
• Sealed attic hatch
• Replaced one door
• Replaced one window
• Weatherized all doors and
windows (weather strips,
sweeps, sash locks, tightened
window stops, glazing)
• Covered and weatherized air
conditioning unit
• Installed smoke detectors
• Installed three CFL lights
Results
• Pre CFM reading: 3300
• Post CFM reading: 2100
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Linda Brown, Featured Volunteer
Public Sector Representative Board Member
During her 34 years as a public servant in the
Buncombe County Clerk of Courts Office, Linda
Brown assisted countless people in our community.
In 2001, however, she decided she wanted to do more.

“I wanted to be more involved in activities that help
people,” said Brown.“I was looking for something
that would make a difference.” Brown decided to
volunteer with the City of Asheville and represent
the public sector on one of its many boards and
commissions. She was soon appointed to serve on
the Community Action Opportunities Board of
Directors. In that capacity, she quickly saw how
the Agency’s Life Works Program changed lives by
helping individuals and families to get out of poverty.
“They do remarkable work,” she said.“When people
are down on their luck, have lost their jobs, or lack
the education they need to make a good life for their
families, Life Works is there to show them how to help
themselves.”

Sitting on the Board was important to Brown, but she still
wanted to do more. “I wanted to be involved in something
hands-on,” she said. Not one to wait for opportunity,
Brown created her own.

It was late November 2003, when Brown got an idea she
began to “talk-up” to her 60 co-workers. As the Clerk of
Courts, she knew that together, they could really make a
difference in the lives of some Life Works families by donating
holiday gifts and food. Her colleagues agreed. Brown soon
found herself coordinating half-a-dozen volunteer sponsor
teams throughout her workplace. “I work with the most
kind-hearted and giving people,” said Brown. “The past two
years we collected three or four van-loads of gifts for many
Life Works families.The donations just kept coming.”
“Linda Brown is the kind of board member most of us
dream about but rarely get,” said Vicki Heidinger, Executive
Director. “She is generous with her time, and through these
gifts, is one of our biggest private financial donors. She also
is a great advocate, for us and our mission. Her enthusiasm
is infectious – and she uses it to enlist the people around her
to get involved and help our customers.”

Since semi-retiring in June, Brown’s week is only half-filled with
her duties at the Clerk of Courts Office. “Now that I have
more time, I want to expend myself,” she laughed. “I want to
help wherever help is needed.” Sounds like it is going to be
another busy holiday season for Brown and one of bounty for
many Life Works families who would otherwise go without.

Community Action Opportunities

We are a catalyst of individual,
family and community change. We
help hundreds of people each year
overcome poverty and transform their
lives. As a Community Action Agency,
founded in 1964 by the Economic
Opportunity Act, we work with
citizens who live on limited incomes,
elected public officials and private
sector representatives to confront and
solve the problems that cause poverty.

25 Gaston Street
Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 252-2495
toll free: (877) 989-2495
www.communityactionopportunities.org

